THE STAIRCASE:

The main staircase which provided for vertical circulation in the original design is preserved. It now forms a sculptural element that is experienced from the inside of the building. This element is highlighted by a box, L shaped in plan that encases it. The box also houses the toilet blocks and other service areas.

The box that surrounds the staircase on the north and west sides also forms a transition zone between the second and the final condition that reveals the grid. In this zone the grid elements are concealed within the box. As one travels from the zone that contains the second condition through the staircase area, the grid disappears and then reappears as a massive four storey high frame in the area that houses the third condition.

From the outside the box provides for a visual transition between the two glass facades on either sides of it.
THE THIRD CONDITION REVEALING THE GRID: VOLUME

In the days when the Watson’s hotel was being constructed and only the cast iron grid was in place, a traveler saw it and was awed by the sight. He described the structure as a massive cast iron cage. Right from the beginning of the design I was keen on presenting a chunk of the grid as it is without the interference of new building elements - A condition that would bring out the awe-inspiring crude nature of the five story metal grid. The third spatial condition is the climax where the grid presents itself as a whole with narrow glass walkways at each level providing an option to explore it from different heights and angles.

A crucial question about this condition was what should the program for such a space be?

The proposed program for this spatial condition is a space for installation art. A site-specific installation art would weave people’s attention to the different aspects of the grid such as its geometry, history and much more, with the experience of simply being in that space. Also different installations from time to time could present the grid in changing ways. I saw this space as an ideal situation to incorporate site specific installation art. This was because the grid by itself comes across as a massive piece of sculptural installation. Also the kind of volume that the space carries, the elements of the grid that occur at regular intervals throughout this volume and its history all make for a tremendous situation for a site specific installation.
THE GROUND LEVEL

The ground level is seen as the space which belongs to the building itself as well as the area around it. While, it very much is a part of the building as the atrium and all the upper levels overlook the ground floor level, it is also seen as an extension of the surrounding urban floor into the building.

This level is designed as a plaza. The jungle of columns with their footings coming down at this level would form virtual confined spaces, while the central atrium space with steps surrounding it would be a more open one. The ground level could serve as an extension of the street events on Rampart row during the Kala Ghoda art festival and make the building a part of it.

Some other design decisions at the ground level were to preserve the colonnade space as it has been a path of travel for people for years. There are some concrete columns that form a part of the colonnade on the north side and support a mere balcony space on the first level. These columns seem to be a replacement for the original iron columns or an encasing to strengthen the weaker iron columns. In either case I propose to demolish them as they cannot be restored in their original state. The absence of the column would create a space in the colonnade that will open it out to the adjoining road. The sudden breaks in the rhythm of the colonnade intend to draw attention to the absence of something that might have been there. The footprints of the missing columns are demarcated with the use of a different stone material.

Fig. 9.1
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The design has been an attempt to preserve this historical building, a beacon during its time, giving back its lost identity. It has been another phase in the evolution of the life of this building bringing to prominence its essential nature, the cast iron frame.

The building will no more be a blacked out spot on the event map of the Kala Ghoda art festival, rather it will stand tall along with the other heritage buildings that give the area its rich character.

It is an exploration of the different qualities of the cast iron frame through juxtaposition with the new building elements, an attempt to celebrate the cast iron frame through material, light and geometry.

Why tear down something old and beautiful in order to build something new and beautiful? - Tony Tung
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